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If an energetic engineer wired a bicycle
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Could sandblasting have
initiated fatigue failure of a
frame? Mario Emiliani thinks
so. His investigation of particle
blasting continues in Part II of
his new series on how surface
fnishes affect tlle performance
of your frame.
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shifting in "Chain Behavior in
Front Derailleurs. "
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Figure 1: This lraclured lrame lubc was weakened and may have lailed ftom
sand blasting.
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Figure 2a
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Figure 2b

Figure 2: Surlace iregularilies and embedded parlicles are lelllalc signs 0l parlicle blasling. Figure 2a sh0ws a raised lip and an
embedded sand particle. Figure 2b reveals a piece 0l Heynolds 531 tubing on the verge 0l detachmenl.
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will put stresses into a frame far above those
incured by pedaling at a steady cadence on
level ground (input torque h all-out spdnting
can go as high as 150 ftlb). Road-induced

stresses can range from low magnitude
thumping caused by expansion johts, to a
one-time, tame-jarring stress caused by a
pothole. So a R?ical ride will expose the
foame to many different types of pedaling and
road stresses that vary in quantity and mag-

nitude.
Pedaling simultaneously Eoduces tensile,
compressive, bending, shear, and to$ional
(or twisting) stresses on the down tube, seat
tube, ard chain stays. These stresses alter-

nate on different parts of the tubes as the
cranks rotate tlrough 360'. Road shocks
will usually produce bending, compressive,
and tensile stresses, maioly in the ftont fork,
the head tube/down tube and head tube/top
tube junctions, and the rear stays. When
more than one tl1e of stress acts simultaneously upon a component, the effect is
ca.lled combined loading.

Tensile Stress
One of the most important.

Stress concentratiofls are small areas oo

tåe surface or within the metal where the
skess of an applied load is concenhated.
This local increase in stress can be many
times geater than the stress in adjacent areas and can often grow in magnitude to well
beyond the yield strength of the metal. Under this condition, the concentmted stess
will seek relief by breaking the metal's molecular bonds: a crack will form. If repeated
tensile stresses are put into the area, the
crack vrill continue to grow as more molecular bonds are pulled apart each cycle.

tmes of stress

to consider in materials science is

tensile

Stress Raisers

stress. Tensile stress is a pulling stress;
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strings break under tensile stress when the
pulling force exceeds the shength of tie molecular bonds. All materials cal resist being
pulled apart to some degree; how much
force is required is a measure of the materia.l's yield streryth. Tensile skesses can exist by themselves, oras components of othet
types of stresses. For example, a component of tensile stress can be found in bending. shear, and torsion.
When any metal is subjected to cyclic
stresses, it is possible that the metat will
weaken, distort, or crack; in general, it can
fail. This tyae of failure is caled fatigue failure.rFatigue failure will occur at a stress
level below that needed to cause failure by
the application of a single load (like in a tensile test), Since the stress applied to a metal
that has failed by fatigue appears low, it's
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usually assumed that the metal's yield
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sftength was not exceeded, This is not correct; at some point in the metal's microstructure, the yield strength was exceeded
because there was a Iocal co[centration of
stress sufficient to pull apart the metal's molecular bonds-

1. Fot ø conlrehensiw

tiw,"

d;sarssion, see "What is Fa-

bt Richad Bnu)n, BlkeTe.h, October 19æ.

fueas that are likely to harbor stress con-

ce[tratiorc, or stress raisers, are holes,
Srooves, scmtches, errant file marks, and
foreign subslances wilhin the meta], like oxide inclusions.'zln general. stess raisers appeai any place where there's a discontinuity,
or suddel change, in either the molecular
structue or the cross section of the metal.
These types of stress concentrahons can be
found in any metal component, but on a bicycle frame, there are several particular pohts
where they're likely to be. These include the
points on lugs, fork blade and chain stay reinforcements, and some styles of fork crowns,
in addition to any sharp-aryled cutouts tåese
components rnay have. And, as we saw in
Part of this article, the pits and cracks
placed in the frame's surface from particle
blasting can act as stress raisers.

I

Fatigue Resistance
The magnitude of stress that is concentrated at one point is determined by the size,
'zOrid.e inctusions
trul,ted. uithin

are non-metattic ihtlll']i;ties

fletak ulot sowifratiorr.

7 microns

Figure

2G

Figure 2d

7 micr0ns

The lhin llakes ol melal and plastic delormation beneath the surlace shown in Figures 2c and 2d are the result ol glass
bead blastinq.

or radius, oI the discontinuity. The smaller
the radius, the greater the stress concentration. Sharp pits and cracks create the worst
type of stress raiser because the radius of
the crack tip is so smail. Nearly every other

t]"pe of defect is less severe, but they can
still cause trouble, especially if the compo
nent is loaded beyond its intended use.
lL is wise, then, to design and manulacture

initiate there. Cracks can also form within
metals, but this is less common.

Particle Blasted Frames
The series of Figures 2 and 3 are photomi-

crograph. of \,anous portions ol erpen.ire
ncing afld touring ftames that have been

\rith a minimum amount of nat
ural stres< raisers rf maximum faligup rpcrc,
tance is desired.3 \['ith our knowledge of the
perils of particle blasting, it {,ould seem fool-

particle blasted.

ish to jeopardize the fatigue resistancc of a
,ompunenl b] .ubjerting it to the pitting
action of fast-moving particles of sand or
gla:s. BuL. interesring enough. some englneers believe that particle blasting can actu
ally increase the fatigue resistance o[ metal
by work hardening the surface of the metal
(see the accompanying article, "Peening").

tube, respectively. Notice the hjghly irregular surfaces. This is characteristic of metals
which have been particle blasted \vith angular particles. !-igure 2a shows a lip of steel
displaced by an anguLar particle. The particle
ftactured upon impact and became embedded in the lug (arrowed). Figure 2b shows
another lip of steel Lhat is near the point of

a component

photos are cross
.e.tional view: of rh^ll lubing .urface. I'lg

ures 2a and 2b show portions of

an

inlestment-cast lug and a Reynolds 531

-

viously been particle blasted with angular
particles. Note the embedded particle ftagment and non-metallic inclusion to the imrnc
diate right and left of the large araow, respectively. There is also a large crack at the
base of the lip (smali arrows). (Figure 3b is a
higher magnification photo of this crack.)
Figure 3c shows a crack in a Reynolds 531
tube: to the left of the crack is an embedded
angular particle (arowed). Note the flow
lines around the crack.

le',

[-mbedded parti,
fluu lines. thrn
flakes, subsurface voids, raised lips, and surface roughness are al-l characteristic features
produced by particle blasting. 'l'he unwanted
by-product o[ these characteristics is, of
course, the microscopic regions of high tensile stress: stress r:risem.

Frame Failure

detachment.

Figures 2c and 2d show the eroded sur-

Surface Tension

faces of a stamped 1ug. The smooth surface
indicates this ftame was particle blasted with

When molten metals solidify, the atoms
settle into distinct arrangements. Occasion
aliy there are defects in the packing se
quence \rhich.ausps an une\pn diclribuiion
o{ forces between atoms. But if we assumc
that all atoms are packed ideaLlly so they are
positioned symmetrically with respect to
their nearest neighbors, then the forces act
ing upon atoms inside a metal wil be the
same lrom all directions. But atoms on the

ol metal that are at the point of detachment

small spheres. Both frgures show thin flakes

sudace of metals aren't being pulled equally
irom all sides; they feel a net pull inward
from the atoms below. 'l'he result is that the
surface is placed in a state of tension. Since
the surface of metals is normally in tension,
it's no sumrise that fatigue cracks tend to
".Sl,"rss Rdl.sr^
/.9r.? Bike Te.h

".Sr,

in Bb)'tlcs,"

i

the Octobet

(arrowed). In addition, notice the small voids
beneath the thin flakes in Figure 2d. Between the ifiegular surJace and the dotted
line in Figure 2d is a delormed region of
m.tal rhal luuk:. umpres:ed This region i:
marked by lines ofplastic deformation, called
flow lines. The depth of these lines indicates
the depth of work hardening that the metal
rpcnrrp,l trom pafli.le blarling. ln rhp pic
tur-d .ample, rhe work hardened region is
about ten microns deep.

More Cracks
Figures 3a, 3b, and 3c show more cracks
produced by particle blasting. Iiigure 3a
shows an investment cast lug which has ob-

In fatigue failure analysis, the role of
stress raisers is central; but, in spite of the
telltale characteristics imparted to a metal's
surJace by par ticle blasting. particlc bldsling
is rarely considered as a possible cause of
frame failure- I believe, however, that many
fiame failures can be traced back to exces,
sive or improper particle blasting.
A well-known American ftame builder I
know recently had a custom touring frame
fail. The frame was about two years old, and
was made ofColumbus SL tubing. The frame

was used by a commuter and had about
10,000 miles on it. The actuål riding conditions at the tjme of failure (i.e. rider weight,
road conditions, etc.) are not known, but the
bicycle wasn't in an accident and it took two
years to fail, so it's likely that fatigue was the
cause of failure.
The frameburlder 5uipe. rFd Ihe rubing
manufacturer was responsible because the
failure was r.ery close to the Columbus dove
identification stamp on the tube (this was be-

E
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10 micmns
Figure
Figure

3:
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Fioule 3a

Figule 3b

7 microns

Surlace cracks and emtedded parlicles plaguG a particle blasted frame. Nole lhe crack (arrowed) loming in
Figure 3b gives a cl0ser 100k.

-

fore the tubes were marked by the less destructive methods now employed. See Part I
of tlds series in the December 1983 Biås
?eclr for more details on tube marking.). He
sent the failed frame to Columbus S.r.l. for
failure analysis. Columbus in turrt sent t]e
frame to the Universi§ of Milano, Department of Solid Mechanics. A short while later
the framebuilder received a report tom the
university detailing theL analysis of the
cause of failure. The ftamebuilder then sent
tie report to me to see what I thought of it.
Figures 1 and 4 were taken tom the report.

". . . a faulty pickling process made before
varnishing the frame." "Pickling" means
tlat the frame v/as placed in a corrosive liquid to clean it prior to painting. But pickling
cannot deform metal, create flow lines, ard
embed abmsive paJticles such as are

tubing surface by paiticle blasting helped to
initiate the cycle of htigue failure.

Precautionuy Measures

cleaiy

observable in Figue 4. And, since either
cleaning method works well, why would a
professional painter take the time and expense to do both?

The frame failure in this story was dramatic. whatever the cause, The evidence in
this two-part story suggests that more attedion must be paid to the deleterious effects of particle blasting in future frame fail-

ure investigations. But of all the l?ames
Uncertainties Remain

made, only a small fraction fail in normal use.

This indicåtes
and

Wlile both the investigators and myself

FaulW Pickling?

acknowledge that the pits in the tubiry very

likely instigated frame failure, we dor't
Figure 1 shows the failed portion of the
ftame. The point of failue at the tip of the

lower down tube/head tube lug (arrowed). is
known to be highly stressed during cycling.
It's not uncommon for frames to fuil at this
location.r Figure 4 is a cross section showing
the outer surhce of the down tube aear tie
failure. Cross sections taken from other areas revealed the same type of surface fea-

agree on their origin. Nor can it be said tllat
tlley were the only cause of failure. There
are too many unlnowns involved, including
tie history of stresses irt the ftame from the
rider's weight, his baggage, and the imu-

rows), flow lines, and surhce roughness.

merable road shocks encoultered during
two yeam of steady riding. The report from
Italy did not include a stress analysis nor did
it indicate if the investigators had checked
for arly other fatigue cracks, measured the
thickness of the tubing around the break, oi
investigated the bmzing at the joint.
Curiously, though, photos tlut accompanied the report showed that there were sev-

The report concluded that the frame failed as

e$l oxide inclusions in the

tures.

It's clear from Figue 4 that this ftame was
heavily particle blasted with Iarge angular
particles. Note the embedded particles (ar-

a result of the stress concentrations produced by these pits near the high.ly stressed
lower lug point.

Interestingly, though, the investigators
concluded that the pits

vere

caused by

aPe6ofial cornmu icair,fis u;rh Fabtizit
fl,atauurgitt, C olurnbus S. r. l.

Gi

ssahi,

area of the break;
one photo revealed an oxide inclusion in the
tacture zone. The report judged that these
inclusions were normal and did not contribute to the failure.
The failed tame is no longer available for
investigation so the real cause of failure will
never be known. But the evidence strongly
suggests that the stress raise6 put into the

tiat

intelligent ftame design

corect selection of tubing gauges gives

most frames

a

large safety factor and, there-

fore, a healtlry toleraflce for the abuses of
paticle blasting.
a frame puposely built at the limits of
structure-ole built witl ultla-thin Rey-

But
safe

nolds 753 or Columbus Record tubing, for
example-must be blasted with utmost caJe,
or else cleaned by another method. Other
methods include pickling. chemical stripping
of old paint, wire brushing, and sardiog. The
6rst two can be economical if a large number
of ftames are involved, but there are prob-

fom the tubes.
The latter two are tedious and not well
lems in flushing the acids out

suited to cleao hard-to-reach places.

So, the method

oi

choice for an over-

whelrning number of builders and painters is
particle blasting. This being tie case, it s important that the saJest methods for particle
blasting be outlined. Here are my suggestions:
Angular particles are the wolst to use because they remove metal lllith nearly every
impact and leave sharp pits on the tube's

surface. And the larger the particle,-the
worse the damage. Spherical particles are

Peening

7 microns

Figure 3c

Bolh a crack and llow lines (see lexl) are evidenl in Figure 3c.

-

One way of improving a metal's resistance
to fatigue is by altering the surface so that it
is in compression irctead of tension. III the
old days, steels were very crude and contained many oxide inclusions. This limited
the service lile of cyclically stressed components. Then blacksmiths fgured out that
tiey could improve the fatigue strength of
steels by hammering the surface. What they
did was cold work (i.e. permanendy deform)
the surface by reæatedly striking it with a
ball pee[ hammer. This placed what is called
a residual compressive stress on the surface. This practice is known as peening.
Peenhg by hand is very labor htensive, so
otler mears were developed to work harden
the surface. Shot blasting is one such
method. Hardened steel balls are propelled
to high velocity using compressed air and
then aimed at the surface of the metal like a
thousand little hammers. Glass bead blasting, as the name implies, utilizes spherical
glass beads to do the same job.
Figure 1a aad lb illustrate how peening
improves fatigue resistance. Let's assume
an unpeened piece of steel undergoes a simple cyclic loading sequence as shown in Figure 1a, with a maximum tensile stress of

50.000 psiard a minimum stress o[ zero psi.

This equates to an average tensile stxess of
25,000 psi. A peened specimen of the same
type of steel undergoes the same cyclic loading sequence as shown in Figure 1b. IIowever, notice the dotted horizontal line indi-

catil,g zeto stress. This shows that the
surface of the peened specimen has a resid-

ual compressive stress. We'll assume the

magnitude of the compressive stress is

24 mictons
Figure

4:

Deep pils like these create stress raisers thal can cause latigue

-

failure ol sleel tubing.

less destructive, but are also less able to remove brazing flux, old paint, etc.; this is especially true for the smaller sized particles.
So we need to strike a compromise. If an-

pressure (or particle velocity) should be set
as low as possible to do an effective job.

gular particles are used, they should be
small-no larger thail about 100 microns
(140 gri0. X spherical particles are used,

amount of time.

they should be between 70-210 microns (75-

Part

160 grit) in diameter. In addition, the gas

Above all,
blasted,

Ill

it

if

a frame must be particle

should be done for the shortest

of lhis se/ies

uill albeal ifi

the June issue.

20,000 psi. With this amount of compressive
stess, tie peened specirnen can support a
teosile stJess of 20,000 psi and have zero net
stress on its surface. Thus the net maximum
tensile stress on the peened surface is
30,000 psi (i.e. 50,000 psi minus 20,000 psi),
and tle average tensile stress is or y 15,000
psi.
It's clear that tIe specimen without a residual compressive stress is subjected to a
greater maximum. tensile stress. Also, a

peened surface will be more resistant to
cracking under cyclical skess and the component will have the capacity to opente under higher stresses and not fail by fatigue.
It's important to realize that a residual
compressive stress can only be obtained by
using spherical particles. Part I of "Particle Blasting" showed that one impact compressed the metal, but that after several coincident impacts, metal begaa to flale off. So
the surface can be work hardened by glass
beading, but there is only a brief "window"

lensilo

SHOP TALK

stre§s

50,000 psi

Chain Behavior in
50,0m psi

Front Derailleurs

0

Crispin

Millu

compr§ive
slrs§
At first glance, the front delailleur seems
like the simplest control mechanism on a
bicycle-just a pair of plates to shove the

Figue

Unpeened sample

la

tellsile

slr§
il,llm

psi

50,00

psi

0

-20,0O

psi

6
I
&

G0mpressivE

:

s{ress

3

Peemd sample

Figure 1b

Figute 1: Cyclical loading 0l ulpeencd (Figrre 1a) and peened (Figure 1b) steel
samples. Unpeened sample has a maximttm surlace tensile st]ess ol 50,000 psi;
peened sample has a slIrlacc comp]essive stress and "leels" a surlace tensile
slress o, only 3l!,000 psi.

chain back and forth between a set of chain-

wheels. But given its task aad locationoperating on lhe laul. power lransmilring
portion of the chain with minimal clearances
behreen the crank and frame-it really can't
be much more sophjsticaled rhan it is.
Whereas the rear derailleur ca! control the
chain in an S-curve over rollers, the front can
never grip the chain, yet manages to work
well, ff it is properly adjusted.
In the last ten years, the front derailleur's
shifting ability has improved, but because the
mechanism is so minimal, the chain is free
enough when being thrown from one chainwheel to the other that it can behave in t,ays
that aren't always obvious. If you watch the
chah carefully, and think about it, this behavior can suggest design features to shop for in
a new derailleur and adjustments you can
make on your existing one that can rnake a
big difference in shifting performarce.
(In this article ['ll assume that you akeady
know how to do the basic adjustments like
setting the stop screws and adjusting the ca-

ble. For help with tlese adjustments, see
''Front Derailleur Adjuslmenl" in the Repair
Stand column in the February 1984 issue of
Bictdine.)

Three Problems
between rvork hardening and metal rernoval.

Successful work hardeniry by gtass beading

AnSular particles, on the other hand, remove metal with neady eyery impact, so it is
impossible to form a surface compressive
stress witi them.
But questions about glass beading remain,
If peeniru imparts a residual compressive
stress to the surface, then there must be a
corresponding residual tensile stless somewhere lr,ithin tlre metal. According to metallurgical theory, the residual tensile shess
lies below the surface layer in compression.
But if the compressive layer is not uniform,
tlrcn there might be areas of tensile stless
on or near the sudace which can provide avenues for cracks to propagate. And if any
qacks do form on the surface, is the surrounding compressive stress high enough to

will occur only under carefully controlled
conditions. Even then, a corccious effort

prevent the concentrated tensile stress ftom
enlarging the crack or not?
?hese questions are not easy to allswer.

metal for fatigue resistance is not used much
today.

The challenging part of a front derailleur's

job is to get the chain from a small chain-

may do more harm than good and, konically,
a simple clean-up job involving a quick pass
over the t'ame with a blast of glass beads
may leave a vell-compressed surhce.
Peening has additional limitations. It has
little effect on high-strength alloys because

wheel to a larger one. (Unless you have basic adjustment problems or improper chainwheel spacing, going the other way is easy.)

they don't work harden as much as softer

chain unwillirg to climb up onto the teeth

alloys. Metal will be removed before an adequate residual compressive layer can be de-

the larger chainwheel.
chain climbs up but unships.

veloped. Peening also has minimal effect
when the operating stresses are near the

leld

strength of the metal. Because of these

limitations, and because of the advert of
stronger a.lloys and improved design, production. and finishing techniques. peening

Mario Emiliani

Shifting up can encounter th-ree types of
problems:

-You

gind along, halfuay shifted,

the

of

-The

The chain jams betveen the upper

chainwheel's teeth and the inner cage plate
of the derailleur, carving metal off both components as you continue to pedal and fumble
vrith the shift lever.
I'll discuss the last problem first because it
involves a design feature that you can select
in a new derailleur but can't change in one
you already own.

Ramp Turned Sideways
The chain jams because one of its links
gets trapped between the inner cage plate
and the larger chainwheel, a consequence of
the cage forcing the chain sideways too far,
too quickly, before the chain can climb up
onto the chainwheel. But pushiag against a
taut chain for a quick shift is the proper
action of a front derailleur, so how are we to
prevent the jamming problem?
The answer is that there are two ways
that the cage can deflect the chaifl, and one
works better than the other. Both ways have
to do with how the cage is oriented in relation to the chainwheels. The first way is for
the inner cage plate to be parallel to the
chainwheels, so that as the cage moves, it
nudges the length of chain within its plates
towards the large chainwheel (see Figure
1a).

lf the cage

plate is parallel to the chainwheel, its side force on the chain car be increased only by the rider's active operation
oI the gearshift lever. If the cage sits still, a
given link can travel through the cage without encountering aly change in sideways

cleannce or force; if it doesn't climb onto
the larger chahwheel, it cafi exit the tont of
the cage. In this case, it's udikely that the
cage wiil exert a damaging force on either

tie

chain or chainwheel-

0bli'que

cage, This means that any obliqueness in the
cage adds up to a lot of sideways wedging by
the time the chain travels to tie toDt of the
cage. To compound the problem, the chah's
initial contact \{ith the cage is so far from the
supporting linkage that it's easy for the side
force of the chain to flex the back of the cage
and skew it even more.

But if the irurer cage plate is not parallel to

the chainwheel, but is positioned so tlat its
nose is closer to the chainwheel than its tail,
then as the cage moves into contact with the
chain, it forces the chain to run in a diagonal
path (see Figure lb). This oblique diversion
of the chain can wedge the chain into the
chainwheel and, if it doesn't climb up, it will
wedge between lhe cage plate and chainwheel.

Fortunately, even with the imer cage
plate oblique, the cage will usually deflect

Minimizing Wedging An$e

A derailleur for granny gearing, then,
ought to have a cage with a rigid rear secrion. (Frank Berto includes this characteris
tic in his mtings oI tont derailleurs in the
March 1980 issue of Bictcliw.) Ahelptul adjustment to minimize this wedging angle is to
mount the derailleur with ils tail pointing
away from the bicycle as far as the outer
plate/crank arm cleaiance will a.llow.

enough at its support not to trap the chain up

at the nose. But if the chain starts to wedse
farther back in the cage, it's likely to cause

trouble. This problem is prevalent on bicycles with wide-mnge tont gearing because
the chah is so low on the small chainwheel
that it passes through the back end of the

So far

I've described the jamming problem

if tle chain were only caught between the
cage on the left and the chainwheel on the
right. But with a triple chainwheel, the chain
can also get in a vertical snag between the
as

chainwheel below and tlrc cage plate above.
This problem is attributable to the shape of

Figure 1: Two ways t0 make a chain move sideways. These top vicws 0l the lront derailleur show the inner Gage plate parallel
(Figule 1a) and oblique (Figure 1b) l0 the chainwheels. Parallel plate moves chai[ by Gage nolion; angled plate moves Ghain
by ramp action.
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the inner derailleur cage plate. Many derailIeurs' irmer plates have a lower edge that is

Push and Catch

not concentric with the chainwheels. This
meaN that the vertical clearance between
the plate and the teetl of the smaller chainwheels decreases towards the front of the
cage (see Figure 2a). If your bicycle has half-

step-plus-granny gearing. this excessive
clearance at the tail of the derailleur is
enough to cause vertical wedging.
The best solution for this wide-range gearhg problem is to buy a derailleur designed
for the job. A few manufacturers have offered a solution: derailleurs are available
with an inner cage plate that more closely
follows the contour of small chainwheels.
Examples of this tlTe are the SunTour AG
Tech and the Shimano Deore XT. This type
of cage shape is easily recognizable because
the lower edge dips down and tlen levels out
towards the fixing bolt at the rear (see Figure 2b).

0verboard

When the irmer plate pushes the chain into
the larger chainwheel, the chain has to veer
sideways. A chain is not very flexible io the
latera.l dtection; orce it's pointed sideways
it wants to keep going. The chain oftelt goes
a bit beyond the teeth of the chainwheel,
but, with luck, it gets caught by the outer
plate before it unships. Once it curves back
to sfaight ahead, it drops onro the chainwheel's teeth and grabs hold. The important
dimension of the derailleur is that its outer
plate be close e[ough to this action to keep
the chain from going overboard.
This behavior of the chain means tllat ),ou
need the "pushing" plate to come close to
tle large chainwheel when executing a shift,
but the "catching" plate can't move too far
away. The spacing between the two cage
plates is a delicate compromise. On the one
hand, the plates must be far enough apart to
allow clearance for the various a.lignments of

tle

The other two problems-a grinding chain
and a chain that shifts but then unships-are
more responsive to adjustments, but they
still involve subtle aspects of chain behavior.
They really are part of the same problem:
how to gel. the chain up onto a laree chainwheel without it being rhrown overboard.

chain and chainwheels. But they also

have to be close enough to keep what little
control these plates can exert on tie chain to
execute a shift.
(One elemeltary point about this tlade-off
is that it's very important that the demilleur
cage be mounted as lo\r, as chainwheel clearance allows. This assures that tle derailleur
isn't always trlng to shift with its tail. Be-

sides making shifting vague, an improperly
mounted derailleur invites the jamming pIoblems described earlier,)

Wide and Nanow
The optimum design for a ftont derailleur
is out of necessity a compromise between
the wide and narrow demands. But a simple
modifcation to the derailleur cage may allevi-

ate the medioqe shifting inlerent in this
comprom§e.
When a chain is in gear, it's [estled do$n
onto the chainwheel teeth with its rol.lers in
tle notches between them. ln this position,
tie chain needs a lot of clearance. But when
a chain undergoes a shift, it wiI be dancing

2: Dilferenl

shapes

0l derailleur for dillerent iobs.

Flgure 2a depicts
traditional d0railleur l0r naro$, range gearing; Figure 2b shows new-style delailleul
wilh modilied inner cage plate. The conslant radius 0l lhe inner cage plate
reduces
Ghain iamming and improves the shilting 0l wide.range lront geadng.

I

around on the tops of the teeth, about a

quarter-inch higher. Here is where close
contJol of the chain is needed so, ideally, the
cage should be narrow. If a derailleur's cage

were wide on tle bottom but narow at the
top, then you could have both the clearance
and control for good shifting.

I'm not aware of any derailleurs with cages
come this way, but if you are not advelse to a bit of metal work, you can easily
bend your present derailleur to conlorm to
this idea. Try twisting the nose of each plate
in a little bit, so that their bottoms are still

tlat

ful rddth but their tops are pinched in about
a 1/rs of an inch each side. The cage's sup
porting linkage may not be too strong, so it's
important to use two pats of plieIs, one to
do

Figure

I

tle

bending and the other

to

hold the

plate.

I've found that this modification can make

a mediocre shifting derailleur work rather
well, especially one employed in a wide
range gearing setup.

Figure 2a
Figure 2b

i
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SPECIAL HPU SECTION

New Technolosv
from Indianapo[s
Tom Healy
Despite the absence of several of the most

c

J

successitl performers in past years notably the Vector tricycles, the Phoenix, the
Other Woman and the Quantum Cruiser

-

nine vehicles topped 50 mph and three
world's records were set in the 1983 InternaLional Human Powered Vehicle Associarion

(IHPVA) Speed Championships, held in Indianapolis in October.
The most important technical highlights
were enticing:
-High-technology composite fairings began to elbow aside heaqr fberglass fairings.
-More vehicles combined elements of
day-to-day pmcticality with high speed potential.

-A new one of these more pmctical vehicles, which is similar to one routinely used
by its owner for daily commuting, became
tle fastest two-wheeler in history.
The 4,000 meter purcuit, which takes a
national-class fider 4:41 on a conventional
bike, became a sub-four-mhute event.

speedway. The new Major Taylor Velodrome was tle site for the 4,000-meter pursuit.
Indianapolis Raceway Park hosted the
quaiter-mile drags, a 2o-kilometer LeMans
start and 3o-kilometer paced start road
races; the twisting, hilly two-mile circuit at
Eagle Creek Park hosted the eight-kilometer
LeMans start and 32-kilometer paced start
rcad mces, ard a 10 kilometer road race as
part of the practica-l vehicle competition.
With a 10-year history and solid footing,
the IHPVA is now in a position to significånuy
influerce the future direction and design of
bicycles and practical commutinS vehicles.
Although the majority of the developmental
work has been done within the confines of

the racekack, recent activities have spilled
over into the more familiar world of cycling.
IHPVA stalwarts Chester Kyle, Paul McCready, Allan Abbott, and Jack Lambie have
been lending their talents to the 1984 U.S.
Olympic Cycling Team's efforts throush the
Elite Atliete Program of the U. S. Cycling
Federarion ruSCF), redesigning and refiaing
rhe aerodynamics o[ the convenrional bicycle. Many of thek ideas were 6rst tested in
the competition of the IHPVA races.
One measure oI the IHPVA's influence
came this year on the 50th anniversary of
the Union Cycliste International (JCI) ban
on recognizing strearnlined bicycle records.
Now, a half-century later, the UCI'S domes
tic arm, the USCR is giving serious consid

Makeshrft Race Sites
Perhaps more importantly, though, the
event was put on a 6rm foundation that
should help strengthen it
and speed development of alternative bike designs
in the
coming years. The IHPVA race had been

-

-

without a permanent home since after the
1980 event, when its customary home, the
legendarily fast Ontario Motor Speedway,
fell victim to southerfl Califorda's suburban
sprawl. So IHPVA glpsied between makeshift race sites in I98l and 1982 before being
welcomed to Indy for its nintl annual event.

The Indianapolis Motor Speedway, the
most well-known of the four race courses

I
I

used duriDg the three-day event, has a rich
tradition of technical development through
racing. Originaly built by former bicycle rac-

ing entrepreneurs as a proving ground for
the then-fledging auto industry, the Iody
track has been a proving ground for innovations ranging from rearview mirrors to
improved tire and brale compounds to lightweight structuml materials and new aerodynamic shapes.
Some 62 entrants participated in nine separate speed contests and one practical vehi-

I

cle judging. There were two 200-meter
sprints, one with unlimited run-up and one

with 600 meters of run-up, both held at the

Richad Byme readies himself l0r a run in Sleve Ball's Dngonfly.

BIKE TECH

eration to aliowing an
tional championships.

"open"

class in its na-

Kevlar, 38 Pounds
Among the most notable entries was a
bmnd-new and very fast lightweight. At 38
pounds, Tim Brummer's Lightning X2 may
end the em of the hea\y fiberglass Vector
type vehicles. Noteworthy because it resembles Brummer's day-to-day bike, the
Lightning X2 is a semi-short wheelbase (44inch) bike with an 18-pound high-technology
fairing, composed of Nomex honeycomb in

between slice' of Kevlar. The lairing is
hinged at the front for easy ingress and
egress, and push-out flaps underneath allow
the rider to catch his balance when coming to
a stop.

And Carl Sundquist, Indiana's kilometer
and match spint champion, rode the Lightning X2 to the "world's fastest bicycle" record with a M.78 mph effort in the 200-meter
sprint
oDly two days after seeing the bike

-

for the first time.
Sundquist undoubtedly would have set
more records, but he had to miss many of
the evelts to be at his job. He couldn't even
make his third run at the 55-mph barrier for
that reason; he had ten minutes to get to
rvork when he jumped out of the bike. Despite these successes, Brummer isn't satis6ed: he feels he can shave off more weight,
improve the fairing, and make the bike still
faster.
But the Lightning X2 was not the dominalt
machine. Excellent aerodynamics and ma-

neuverability allowed the two Easy Racers
to overcome their hearry lairings (each fairing weighs 55 pounds) to win four road races
and the practical vehicle contest, take sec-

Munay Wilmerding pilols a lreshly rcpaited Moby lnliniu a]ound lhe Malol
Taylol Velodlome.

ond in a fifth road race and in the flying start
200 rin 53.2 mph. ia:ter than last year's winning limer, and. with help from 1976 Olympic
cyclist Fred Mårkiam's horsepower, clock
3:54.95 for the 4,000-meter pursuit.

The Eas) Ra.ers ditlered trom the srmr
larly successful 1982 versions only in gearing; under the fairing, they're the same bike
that designer Gardner Martin sells to the
public. For next year, Martin promises a

lighter replacement for his fiberglass fairing.
A two-wheeled hand-powered version of a

conventional track bike, designed by Al
Housc as a senior mechani.al engineering
project at the University of Connecticut,
won the 200-meter event "hands down," as
House said, in a rvorld-record 26.59 mph.
The hand cranks work in unison in an up-anddown motion. House says this gives more
power for sprints, but at the expense of endurance.

Aerocoupe

Mark Murphy's Aerocoupe tricycle
sported a new full faiing of foamcore board,
which Murphy praised for its easy working
characteristics and its light weight. The
Franldin, Indiana native, who now reside. rn
San Luis Obispo, Califorda, celebrated his
return to his home state wilh his [a:te't time
ever
- 37.7 mph, more than four mph faster
than his previous best.
Muryhy said the drag coeffcient of his ma
chine is equal to the air resistance of the flat
side of a letter envelope, even though the
two ftont wheels are outside the Iaidng. An

unfaired version of this commercially-

lrile won nolicc from the judges in
the practical rehrcle compeution as well.
By all accounts, the most striking debut at
HPV lndy 83 was the Uni!ersir) of Cmcinnati's four-rider Pegasus, a product of trro
years' research and development by mechanical engineering students under the
watchful eye of faculty advisor Dean Shupe.
Pegasus, too, points to a new direction
available

Bob 0emarco is chased by Ægaflrs, a partially hidden nelocoupe, and Frcewhæhr
during road races at lndianapolis Raceway Park.
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The mosl consistenl vehicle this year was Galdner MaItin's Easy Bacer p0wered by FIed Markham.

rrelding of Ill)V lightlr'cight design and au
tomotivc technolog!. Fealuring a bod-v
a

tr!l.d nftcr lrih,rn 3ul, d-srg]'r Pirrin l'd1na's modtls, an 18 'spced' drivetmin with 3
overdri\,es, hydraulic brakes, independent
suspensi(xl, quartz lighting system, and
weighing in at 30(l pounds, Pegasus cost
somewhere around S75.000 in materiais and
donated studenl time, and rvas not dcsigned
for top specd so mucl) as for highwa.'__ LLse.
Kell,v Londry. studenL design team leader,
said Lhe approach I'egasus look differs radi
call,\r from Lhe N'llT and Northcaslcrn en
llr-r ilirrrot J .m"llcr Irolllrl .'r-,i i.r
lrie
an attempt lo rcduce drag, but $e feel that
surface arca and bod! shape are more impor
tant." Riders sit ba.k to-back and side-b,r'
side in semi-reclining seats taken fr'om an Iil
finit-l recumbent.
Londry said he lras pleascd rvith the vehi

.

cle's pedormance during the cvent. "Not
once did wc have to take the shell apåri and
,r
it pror'-d r"r1 rehabl-. 11" -ard plan=

IhpuurL- lor,r
this \,ear.

''ro...oullr\ rul

"'"

iorral.'nts

Questioned on the practicalit-v of lhe de
sign, l,ondr-v renarked, "lt depends on how
you want to define practicalit,v \\'e thlnk
we're practical in lhe sense that \re're developing a technolos thal can be applied to
low horsepo$'er t-vpe vehicles $ith clectrical
\\'e Just hap_
or gas engines in the future
pen to be human-powcred right no!v."

-

\\hite Lightning
N'lultDle rider aatcgories were also led b-v
\,eteran macllines. A perennial lavorite and
unchanged lronr prcvious -vears, 'l'irn Bnlm
mer. I)on Guichard and Ch s I)rcike's White
I-ightning $as the onl-v velxcle to break;5
rnph, hitlrng 55.92 mph at INIS. ln addition to
competirg, the venerable tandent lric-vcle
§as the ccnterpiece ol a Human Powered
Vehicle exhibit in the loclri childrcn's mu
seum prior to the el'ent. r\f1er the \leekend
ol racing, the rnachine was returned for an
other $eek of displa,v at lhe museunt.
\'rrl'ea-t-rn I Irr, r-:lI"- l,La rid"r-ler

sor machine, undeterred by Iast year's
ddvetrain and steering troubles, rehrned lo
the competition with a ne\\'look.'lhe 40 foot
long, 235 pound chassis sported holes in the
side for greater nder access and visibility,
and featured an acr-vlic nosecone to lurther
increase visibilit-!. No longer held three feel
aloft off the groLrnd, Tensor wound up rvith a
ground 'l.aran'" f fr,ur in, h-.. \fheel pn-i'

lt ,n. !\'erc reler.ed \r$1, in r.,.r,
frunr

, o'nplFr

.nc il

lJnd,ing and ,l larger lur nin{

radius (Tensor ncgotiated the downlown
streets amazingLy rvell during lhe HP\r parade and stopped more than its share of pedeslrians.) The sheel diameters were rc'
duced lronr 27 to 20 inches to cut down

11

ftontal arca and the front nder was given
control ol bolh slecring and braking.
Tensor uscd one d vechain throughout
hp .rr a l. 1E1h 'I th.' macl-,re. r,rrth iix
gearing options on a standard derailleur. A
r.rr' -lurnrrrut', 'ra-n. uas,'.rt.t_1, teJ u.tn3
approximateLv t\ro-inch square tubing,
u,eLcled in modular unlts. As a lcsult of ihese
rnodifications, Tensor n,as the only other
nrultiple rider vehicle to top 50 mph, with
50.04 mph.

Such modifications take more than just
time, the)'take cash llill5,000 in.ash and
malcrial support were needed to consLruct

the entrl for the eighth IHPSC. An addi
tional 53,500 was spent lhis !e;1r.
IIP\i Ind-v 8:l couid spcll the dealh kneLl

rrr Nl l " tl'. nJ, r \-v, \\J,- m,r.\in.,
rvhich rvas plagued bl drivetrain failures anC

fell shorr ol its 1982 top speed of 48.9 nlph.
Thc hand cranks were a conti Llal problenl
and it never went through thu traps with all
five riders pedaling. \,lorose NIIT sludcnts
were m:rking half heårted salcs pilahes to
get plane fare horne, but had no lakers.

Steve Ball, a mechanical enEilneer ftom
l)lcgo, has been wolking with his lincar
dnle ticr.l-, Dr,Hol r. hr Ir.ur. h/1 fir'e
San

"l

jusl guessed I could build some
thing efficient that sa-v," he says. llis zuess
-!ears.

f.rJ ull \\rll. lirrlr rd BrYrc p",lalinq tur

ousl\,, the iakish'looking machine reacheC
the top speed for a single ridcr vehi.le

54.92 mph (the best of three rides, all of

which topped 54 mph). By compa son,
Dragonfly's top speed last year was 48.77

mph. The only major change from last year's
machine was the use of sew-up tires instead
oJ solid tires.
Though lhe Dragonfly's limited sreering
and visibility (the rider views the course
though a periscope) aad its 1/.r-inch ground
clealance made the vehicle only competitive
in the dmgs and sprints, Ball received the
$200 Nanos Design Award lor engineenng
excellence. Ball, who has submitted papers
to the IHPVA Scientific Symposium in the
past, said, "l didn't have any data that said,

'Go linear,'but now I do."

lnfnity recumbents, a homegrown Indiam
product. also had a good showing in lheir
6rsi crack at the championshjps. The aluminum frame recumbent with remote cablelinkåge steering competed wilh three different fiberglass fairings and was the third
fastest single-rider two-wheeled vehicle at
52.46 mph. Dubbed Moby Ininity, a tulyfaired model took firct place in the 200-meter
spints witi 600-meter run-up at IMS
- a
miracle in itself, since the machine was badly
damaged the previous afternoon in a crash
during the final road race at the Raceway

Park. A quick trip to Ininity's Mooresville
shop, and some harried repa s on the fairing
and mounts pulled the pieces back together,
resulting in one of the best first-time efforts
ever for a competitor in the championships.

SPECIAL HPV SECTION

Glen Cole and Nick Macias' Dust Devil
took some kidding from competitors who likened tle bulbous faidng to a toiletbowl. The

Tucson, Arizona-based designers surrounded a stock RANS recumbent bike
(manufactured in Hayes, Kansas) with a
four-ply, fiberglass fairing that Cole claims
minimizes surface area and skin friction.
"We made measurements of the limiting dimensions of the rider and machine, and at
each level designed a streamlined shape
around it, while minimizing the fineness ratio," Cole said. Dust Devil was fourth fustest qualifier at the Velodrome aod posted a
43.5 mph performance at the Indianapolis

Motor Speedway.
OIher nolable single rider enlrants included Eric Edwards'Pegasus machine. The
former team manger for Vector designed tle

rear-steering trike with a full fiberglass fairing and an elliptical pedal stroke. Urfortunately, Edwards did not choose to enter any
ofthe road races so there's no way to report
on its maneuvembility.

Iudqinq the
Prårtical Vehides
Tom Healy
One of the aims of the IHPVA is to hold
design contests highlighting utilitarian vehicles. But the ninth annuai speed championships marked only the second time that a formd Practicai Vehicle Competition was ever

held. Competition rules in this category
were modified as a result of last year's

results in which two of the top-ranked machines were tricycles unsafe for street use
with autos present.
It was decided to set up separate categories for two-wheelers and multi-wheeled machines. Objective tests included a six,mile
hilly road race at Eagle Creek to simulate an

average commute, and a parking lot-skills
test of handling, maneuverability ald braking. The judging panel included Dr. Allan Abbott, who co-ordinated last year's event;
Karen Missavage, a bicycle educator and urban transportation consultant and David
Gordon Wilson, MIT professor and coa$hor of Biclclikg Scierrz. They rated each
entrant subjectively according to such crite-

ria as weather protection, speed, safety,
maintenance, luggage capacity, handling,
construction fit and finish, comfort and aesthetics.
"Our prcblem was to define vrhat 'practical' is," said mce dfuector David Pearson,
adding that this year was a learning year in

that respect. "But most importantly, we
wanted to show that (hese vehicles are being
built and being made available to the gercral
public, Rather than pick an overall winner,
we wanted to rate entrants "

But when inventor/philanthropist Fred
Lang of Landenberg, Pennsylvania, offered
$500 as prize money for rhe event, picking
the "winners" fell to the judging panel.

In the two-wheeled division, Gardner
Martin's Easy Racer recumbent bike was
rated highest for the second year running.
The judges commented, "Easy to handle
and shift, highly refined and functional." A
lycra cape which stretched over tle dder for
foul weather protection also won praise.
The DeFelice recumbent, a new massproduced machine ftom New Palestine , Indiara, took second. The judges found the rcdsteering, handling afld balance excellent,
though one added, "lt would be nice to

?

Glen C0le and Nick lrlacias' Irust lrev,7 anacks the lndy 500 Speedway.
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match it side-by-side with the Avatar."
(Note: Wilson disqualified himself from entering an Avatar in the competition.)

Peeling back lhe lairing 0l the University 0l Cincinnali's fugasus r€vGals a square-lour powerplant.

The third prize winner was Jim Bradford's
EVOS, a product of a $10,000 Department
ot Energy grdnt. whi.h featured a nicelt Inregrated fairing that double: as prorccrion
against the elements. The judging panel
found the luggage capacity, visibility and
weather protectiofl good, and summed up,

Two "Best of Show" awards were presented to two other multi-wheeled entrants

cumbent commercially available.
Since the judging panel felt there were no

in recogrition of their efforts- New England
Handcycle's hand-cranked trike won kudos
as "an excellent design and a needed prod
uct." The Univercity of Cincinnati's fourrider Pegasus won special note as "an excellent design. Lots of bugs to work out, but
lots of ones already done."
The only two-wheeier receiving "Best of
Show" notice was the OPUS lI tandem built
by Counterpoint Conveyance in Seattle. 'l'his

muhi-$heeled vehicles suilable for use in
traffic, they made no awards. But they felt
one entrant, Mark Murphy's Aerocoupe,
was practical for fun use. The panel liked its
solid cornering ability and excellent brakes.

machine seats the stoker in a recumbent
seat in front. "Very practical design for novice stokers and cas) lo handle for novi.e
captains," wrote the panel. 'l'hey also made
note of its easy shifting fore and aft, and

"This could serve as a uselul

r.ehicle.

"

Bradlord obriou'ly lhin]s so because he is
preparing to make his aluminum-ftame re-

one has won the prize by the efld of the four

DuPont 0ffers Prize
for HPVS
The International Human Powered Vehicle

Association and

the DuPont

Corporatron

have announced a prize of $15,000 for the
first single-rider human-powered vehicle to
reach or exceed 65 miles per hour on level
ground. Calied the DuPont Prize for Human
Powered Speed, the award is offered for the
period of four years, beginning January 1,
1984 and endirg December 31, 1987. I{ no

years, the pdze will go to the owner of the
vehicle that has come closest to 65 mph.
The current record for a single rider HPV
was set by Dave Grylls in a Vector ticycle
on October 27, 1980, during the filming of a
segment of the television show, "That's In'
credible." The vehicle was desigued and

built by Al Voight, Doug Unkrey,

John
Speicher, ard Don Fernaldes of Ca.lifornia.
The challenge of the DuPont Prize is to
design a vehicle that is aerodpamically eIfcient, as light as possible, and that allows

firm directional conlrol while permitting
maximum power output by the rider (perhaps using both arm and leg power).

BIKE TECH
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"the surpisingly secure feeling in the front

" Some concem was voiced over heavy
loads on the front wheel on rough surfaces.
While not without faults, the Practical Vehicle Competition at the Ninth Annual Human Powered Speed Championships did succeed in heightening awareness in the area of
seat.

HPV design for everyday use. Based on

uhat the organizers learned this

year,

changes in the competition are hevitable.
Testing for braking ability has to be modified
and some provision must be made to test
luggage capacity and nighttime visibility.
Ånyone interested in contributing to the

establishment of rules and guidelines for
judging HPVs on the basis of pmcticality
should contacl the IHPVA.

Computer modeling has shown that the
theoretical upper speed limit for a singlerider vehicle is somewhere between 65 to 70
mph. The purpose ofthe prize is to bring the
technology as close to that limit as possible.
Rules for the prize are essentially the
same as for speed attempts regularly sanctioned by the IHPVA. Vehicles must run on a
surface level to within .66770, with wind not
exceeding 1.67 meters per second il any dire.tion. Power must come or y from the sin
gle rider, with no energy storage of any kind
allowed.
More infonnøtion, comrlete lules afid entry
a\Plieations ,na! be obtained from the IHPVA,
P.O. Bot 2068, Seal Beach, CA 90740.

SPECIAT HPV SECTION

Directions for HPV
Drag Reduction

Figure

2: Angled botlom plate

Gompensates

lor boundary layer growth.

cause the momentum of the

Ground Effect

Glen Brown
The next advances in HPV aerodynamlcs
will not be made with better and smoother
body shapes. The most that a good body
shape can do is to prcmote attached flow and
current designs achieve this goal reasonably
well. Furthermore, efforts to reduce drag by
reducing skin friction willyield little improvement.

The goal of achieving substantial laminar
flow over the surface of an HPV is both of
little payoff and is probably not attainable.
It's of litde payoff because less than half of
the total dmg of an HPV comes from skin
ftictiofl. An extensive laminar boundary
layer is probably unattainable because the vibrational input ftom the wheels running on
the road surface is equivalent to tåe roughness of the body. A similar effect has been

noted in wind tunnels when vibration from
the tunnel motor fnds its way to the model
under test. Vibration causes both early
boundary layer traflsition from lamiflar to
turbulent and early separation in areas with
steep pressure gradients. For these two
reasons it is not important to have a perfectly smooth surface finish. Cusped (con-

cave) aft body sections should also be
avoided because of the steep pressure gradients that form around them.
If attached flow is maintained, the souces
of drag that are more sigrificant than skin
fiction are ground effect, interfereoce dlag,
and inrernal flor,r. All three o( dese are in-

A body that has low drag in ftee air wiil
have a much higher drag when close to the
growd. This grouxd effe.l is similar to interference drag in that the body's proximity to
the found changes the pressure disrribution
on the surface of the body, Ieading to premature separation. An HPV runs so close to the
ground tlat strong cross flows are induced
under the body. Cross flow coming from un,
der the body at a large angle to the freestream direction can easiiy tdgger separation on an afterbody. (See Figure 1.)
Ground effect can be minimized by using a
higher fineness ratio (ratio of a body's length
to its width) than is otherwise indicated for
minimum drag-free air shapes. High fineress
bodies will have Iower pressure variations on
their surfaces, reducing the driviflg pressure
that causes underbody cross flow.
Interference
When two or more simple shapes are
joined. the resulting aerodynamic drag is
usually greater than the sum of the drags of
the individual shapes. This excess drag is
know$ as;ntetfelefice drag. Wheels ate

a

ma-

HPV's.

Design
I'd like to share some ideas on how to reduce these three sources of drag, and hope
tiat HPV constructors will address the aerodynamic problems caused by the wheels and
by ground effect early in their design phase.
Design solutiofls for reducing these sources
of drag are quite different for two- and threewheeled vehiclesTricycles
The tricycle needs to be wide and close to

jor source of interference drag for an HPV

Extra vehicle drag is induced by the exposed
portions of the wheels and is additive to the
direct drag of the wheels.

hrternal Flow
lht?rnal lour causes substantial draR be-

Figur0

1:

lnduced underbody cro$llow.

Figure

3:

Elevated two-wheeled HPV with wheel lairings.
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body is almost lotally lost. Major infltration
occurs around the wheel openings of HPVs.
The importance of minimizing internalllow is
amply illustrated by competition prepared
sailplanes. Even without special preparation,
a sailplane will have intemal flow far below a
vehicle with wheel openings. Yet with metic
ulous preparatiofl sealing canopies, gear
doors and wing roots
improvements on
t]rc order of ten percent are possible. Imagine the improvemenrs possible in reducing
the truly gross levels of internal flow found in

the ground for good handling. The method
for reducing ground effect for a ticycle is to
merge it with the ground in a way that will
reduce underbody cross flow. While underflow bodies are currently the method of
choice due to the success of the Vectors,
even lower drag can be achiered by minimiz
ing and controlling underbody flow.
Underbody flow is induced by the pressure
distribution near the ground at the sides and
bottom of the body. Typical pressure distri
bution for a strearnlined shape consists of a
high pressure region in the vicinity of the
nose, followed closely by a sbong low pressure region on the forward quarte$. The
proximity of these high and low pressurc regions drives the flow urlder the body at the
nose and then out at the sides, creating a
sbong crossflow component. This cross
flow can be greadl reduced if a 0al plate i§
attached to the underside of the body. This
plate must extend out far enough to the ftont
and sides so that the adverse pressure influences at the edges of lhe body are diminished.
Two design features of this installation are

importanl. First, the plate should be installed so that it slopes slightly upwards from
front to rear, matching the swelling of the

boundary layer underneath the vehicle

tle walls of the test section oI a
wind tunnel flare slightly in tlre streamwise
direction). (See Figure 2.) This results in a
constant pressure equal to freestream static
over the entire bottom oI the vehicle..Otherwise, the static pressure under the vehicle
will drop towards the rear as the boundary
layer gows and the flow acceierates.
Secondly, the ground plate should have a
generous fillet at the body junction to reduce
interference effects. This is similar to the
wing/body junction of an aircraft, although
not quire as importanl as lhe HPV body is
not a lifting surface. (See Figure 2.)
(much as

Two Wheels

IDEAS

& OPINIONS
Kudos From Pipkin

My compliments to Crispin Mount Miller
for his article on steering stabfily in the October 1983 issue of Biåe Tech. He did an excellent job in explaining a rather complex

ropic. His inclusion of a fourlh sleering
torque. that due ro cenlrifugal force actirg
on the fork/wheel center of mass, is a va.luable addition to the theory.
It is interesting to combine tle four torque
equations into the following single expression for totai steering axis torque T.,:

T"":(RtsinH*W0

G+acosH-$)

(1)

where I have substituted the radius of curvature of the bike's path (r) in place of (b / a
sin II). A positive value for toque in the
above equatiol deflotes a turning moment

into the direction of lean.

For small angles, and neglecting the additional lean rcquired to generate the gyroscopic precessional moment,

I-

- tanl:Ff

Q\

(See, for example, Sharp, Biqcles & Tricl
cles, Figure 193 on page 203, and also Section 168, pages 207-208).
Thus the expression for total steering axis
torque reduces to

T.: (RtsinH

A W0 (a

cos

H),

(3)

a non-zero, positive quantity at all angles
where the lean of the bicycle is in equilibrium
with the centrifugal force.
Unless the steering axis torque given by
equation (3) is counterbalanced by some
means, the steering fork on a riderless bicycle or on a bicycle ridden without hands along
a smooth curve would. under the action of

this torque, continuously rotate through

progressively greater steering angle,

wheeler needs a certain height for good handling, its body can be raised high enough to

ultimately crash. Because such behavior

designers and builders.

Whether or not these speculations prove
to be specifically corIeat, let the message be
clear: progress will come from attention to
the issues of ground effect, interference, and

internal f1ows. Cookbook laminar flow
shapes are not in themselves sufficient to
achieve low drag on a land vehicle.

accomplished this feat by a frequent and sudden shifting of his weight from side to side
while riding through a series of short arcs of

alternating curvature. I very much doubt if
he were able to ride without hands in a
smooth curve of constant radius, as can be
done on a bicycle without the counterotating wheel. It appears that Jones' test was
more a measure of his own agility than of the
inherent self stability of the bicycle.
The magitude of the steering axis torque
can be lound from equation 3 which, using
Miller's estimates of 110 and 18 inch-pounds
for Ru and Wf respectively, yields a torque of
7 inch-pounds at a steering angle of ten degrees. Thar is, iI the gyroscopi. reaction
were absent, a rider would have to exert an
outward torque of this magnitude to maintain
a constant steering angle. Gyroscopic reaction, ho\trever, reduces the amount of effort

required by the rider to steer a steady
curve.
I hold rhe opinion that gyroscopic reactron
is essential for ride ess and no-hands stability. It plays a lesser, but not negligible, role
in ordinary hands-on cycling.
On another subject, I would like to make
the observation that large argle expressions
for the moment arms ofthe lateral forces R.
and W. can be immediately derived by noting
that the ratio of the moment arms for vertical and latenl forces equals tall e, where e
derotes the angle between the wheel plane
and ground.
That is, if ar, ar, a3, and a1 represent tle

moment rrms about the steering axis for
torques M., M*, M.., and M.* respectively,
then

does not occur. there must exist an opposing

reaclion equal in magnitude to the steering
axis torque which resists the effect of the lat-

I

suggest that this counterbalancing

action of the front wheel, without which the
self stability of bicycles would be impossible .

The importanre of gyroscopic reaction is
confrmed by Jones' experiments with a bicycle having a comterrotating tont wheel,
which he called the URB I ("Unridable Bicy-

I").

He wites: "Then

I

tried to run

URB I without a rider, and its behavior was

quite unambiguous. With the extIa wheel
spinning against the road wheels , it collapsed
as ineptly as my nongyroscopic hoop; with it
spirming the same way it showed a dramatic
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al tan

e

(4a)

aa

:

a, tan

e.

(4b)

Upon substituting

tlese become

a3=r(cosacosLcosHsindsinl) -ysine

(5a)

and

a{: f sine

mechanism is provided by the gyroscopic re-

cle

:

and

thereby causing the bike to spiral inward and

ler.

a3

a

The aerodl,namic situation is quite different for a twGwheeled vehicle. Since a twominimize the ground effect. If the bottom
could be Eised to the height of the wheel
hubs, and the bottom half of the wheels enclosed in thin fairings (see Figure 3) the
result would be a vehicle with very low drag.
Steering and other practical requirements
make such a design challenging, but by no
means beyond the talents of today's HPV

slow-speed stability. " Jones continues:
"URB I is not an easy bicycle to ride 'haadsoff' even with the front wheel static. In tle
disrotatory rnode, it uas almost impossible
and inoi.ted eontinual disastel [italic mine]
but it could, just, be done." I imagine Jones

(5b)

Consequendy, expressions valid at all angles
for M.. and M.* are:

M,

- (Rå)

and

M":

[r {cos o cos L cos H sin a sin L) - y sin Ol

fwE-f)

ltsine]

(6a)

(6b)

where r., the radius of curvature of the front
wheel's path, is given by

r. = bi sin0

(7)

(7a)

/,

:

nent of

fore,

and where

(sin c sin H)
_______________l
arc tanl
rcos d cos L _ sin o sin L cos H)
,

åv/åa

at

=-

6ll6a

ard
where a" and ar denote the moment arms
about the steering axis of torques resulting
hom vertical a;rd lateral forces applied at either the wheel-to-ground coltact point or
tle fork/wheel center of mass point. åv and
6/ represent infnitesimal vertical and lateral
displacements of any poht on the steering
axis relative to the point of tle applied forces
and arise from an infnitesimal rotation 6ø of

the steering angie. This principle shows, by

the way, that ar

=

6h/6o. The algebraic
signs, of course, are arbitrary, and only
serve to define the direction of positive

torque.
Now let f be a vector from aly point on
tle steedng axis to the point of the applied
forces. Then dfi/da : {, a vector normal to
the plane of the wheel. But by defnition, the
angle between { and the vertical is €. Thus
Ue verticai component of dpdø (: åviåd) is
lq cos e, and the remahing lateral compo-

Let Us Hear
We'd like Bi&e Tech to serve as an information exchange
- a speciic place where
bicycle investigators can follow each other's

=

6v/6a tan

€

ar:a,"tane
Raltnond Piphn
Western Springs, lllinois

New Design Needed
Your article in the October 1983 issue of

Bihe Tech

o\ "The

frame

ratler

than to the fork would be a step

in the right dtection. This change

would

result in an entirely different set oI forces

and so

I

Incidentally, equations 4a and 4b follow
ftom the principle of "virtual work" which
can be used to show that

: -

6fl6a

'

Apparently Miller is aware oI this relationship between the moment arms of the vertical and lateral forces, because he graphically
illustrates equation 5a in his Figue 3b. Surprisingly, he does not use the relationship to
ertend the ranSe of the small angle approximations for the torques I4d and M"".

a,

dfldo (= Of/6o) is i§ sin €, There-

Physical Anatomy of

Steering Stability" approaches but does not
culminate a Iormula which would enable the
long distance cycle tourist to find a liame optimum to his needs.
Any cycle tourist that is outitted with a fuli
set of pa!.riers quickly finds that tie stability
of his ten-speed bicycle is woefirlly inadequate. Last summer in Scodand, I observed
several touring cyclists on their way up the

A9 into the Highland lake courtry. Every
one of them was loaded down with lront and
rear parmiers and camping equipment. Every one was having great dilficulty steering
his heavily laden cycle because of frame whip
and an overloaded froot fork.

These cyclists might be taken to task for
attemptiog to utilize lightweight ten-speed
frames for a service for which neither the
tublng nor the frame was designed. Such
criticism would be unJair, however, because
there is no alternative offered the touring cyclist at the present time. I propose that you
address the problem of frame whip and
steering stabilily in a heavily loaded Louring
cycle. For starteIs, I suggest that you look
at the way the front rack is mounted to the
cycle. Surely, mouflting the rack to the

bearing on the steedng. (While I am oot endorsilg this bicycle, I suggest that you Iook
at the Alex Moulton folding bicycle. It has a
ftont rack mounted to the frame rather than

the fork.)
Consider a cycle design using lightweight
tubing and 2o-inch or 24-inch wheels. What if
the main tube of this frame were a ho zonta]
member extending end-to-end just above the
wheeis? What if the front ard rear luggage
racks integrated with tlis main tube? Might
not a frame designed like tJis allow healy
ftont and rear loads without whip aad bad
steering?
It appears to me that the lightweight touring cycle is due for a complete redesign. The
problem with current tames is that they are
designed for a Sunday outing on smoothly
paved roads witi only a rain cape and a few
tools as baggage. They are not designed to
cope with the potholed roads of Greece or
the sravel trails of New æaland.
And mountain bikes are not the answer.
They are designed to withstand the rigors of

rough terrain. nol the rigors of carryinS
hea1ry loads. They would be plagued

with the

same ove oaded steedng problems as ten
speeds.
Patrick Warfield
Cyclists Touring Club
Los Angeles, CA

Credit Due
fhe photogrcphs that accompanied the
adicle "On Scott's Brcke" in the
Decembet 1983 issue werc taken by
Michael Koenig.

Subscribe Norv to BIKE TECH...
Bicycling Magazine's Newsletter for the kchnical Entlutsiøst

discoveries. We think an active network
a focused newsletter can stimulate
the field of bicycle science considerably.
To serve this function we need to hear
from people who've discovered things. We
know some of you already; in fact some of
you wrote articles in this issue. But there's
always room for more
- if you have done
research, or plan to do some, that you want
to share with the bicycle technical community, please get in touch.
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